
A fast Nystr�om-Broydensolver by Chebyshev ompressionAlvise SommarivaDipartimento di Matematia Pura e AppliataUniversit�a di PadovaVia Belzoni 7, 35131 Padova, Italye-mail:alvise�euler:math:unipd:itAbstratWhen a Nystr�om-Broyden method is used to solve numerially Uryso-hn integral equations, the main problem is to evaluate the ation of theintegral operator at a low ost. Here we suitably approximate the rele-vant disrete integral operator of dimension n by its m-degree trunatedChebyshev series expansion (with m� n), reduing the omplexity fromthe basi O(n2) to O(mn). A tehnique to evaluate heaply suh m ispresented. Several linear and nonlinear examples are onsidered.Keywords and phrases: Linear and nonlinear integral equations, Cheby-shev series expansion, ompression, fast evaluation, Nystr�om method,Broyden method.1991 AMS subjet lassi�ations: 65D05, 65D10, 65R10, 65R20.1 Polynomial ompression and Nystr�om methodConsider the Urysohn integral equationu(x) = K[u℄(x) + g(x) = Z ba K(x; t; u(t))dt+ g(x); x 2 [a; b℄ (1)where [a; b℄ is a bounded interval, K : [a; b℄ � [a; b℄ � D ! R (where D � R)is the kernel, and u the unique solution of (1). At the level \l" of a Nystr�ommethod [3, 4, 5℄, the purpose is to ompute ul satisfying the approximatingintegral equationul(x) = nlXj=1wj;nlK(x; xj;nl ; ul(xj;nl)) + g(x); x 2 [a; b℄ (2)1



obtained by disretization of the right-hand side of (1) with the (onvergent)numerial integration shemeZ ba f(x)dx � nlXj=1wj;nlf(xj;nl): (3)Fixed z 2 Rnl , denote by Kl the disrete integral operator de�ned byKl[z℄(x) := nlXj=1wj;nlK(x; xj;nl ; zj); x 2 [a; b℄:It is well known that if for zl = f(zl)ig 2 Rnl(zl)i = Kl[zl℄(xi;nl) + g(xi;nl) (4)= nlXj=1wj;nlK(xi;nl ; xj;nl ; (zl)j) + g(xi;nl); i = 1; : : : ; nl (5)holds, then the Nystr�om interpolant of zl in the nodes fxi;nlg, i.e.ul(x) = nlXj=1wj;nlK(x; xj;nl ; (zl)j) + g(x) (6)satis�es (2). Conerning the error analysis of Nystr�om method in the linear aseK(x; t; u(t)) = H(x; t)u(t), several ontributions have been given by a numberof people; the �nal stage uses the theory of P. Anselone on olletively ompatoperators; see, e.g., [2, 3℄.In the sequel, we set for onvenienef jl := ff(xi;nl)g 2 Rnli.e. f jl is the vetor obtained by evaluating \f" on the l-th level grid. In theimplementations, at eah level, a �nite-dimensional �xed-point equation like(4) is solved by a Piard or a Newton-like method, until for a ertain \l", thelevel error satis�es kujl � zlk � TOL (where TOL is the global tolerane). Letz(k)l 2 Rnl the k-th iteration of the nonlinear solver at a given level l and ~zl, the�nal approximation of zl provided by the nonlinear sheme.The omplexity of a Nystr�om method is essentially due to the evaluationsof the semi-disrete integral operator Kl, sine(i) in any nonlinear sheme, z(k+1)l is available after Kl[z(k)l ℄jl has been om-puted;(ii) when a hange of grid is required, as starting point at level l+1 one usuallyonsiders z(0)l+1 = Kl[~zl℄jl+1 + gjl+1.2



In general, the diret evaluation of Kl[z℄ at p di�erent points x1; :::; xp ostsO(pnl) ops, therefore the omplexity of (i) and (ii) is respetively O (n2l )and O (nl+1 nl), whih entails a too large amount of omputations for a basiNystr�om method when nl is large. Better performanes an be ahieved ap-proximating the appliation of the disrete integral operator by a fast method.In the literature several works deal with this topi (see, e.g. [1, 6, 7, 8℄, andreferenes therein), but in general they are not easily adaptable to nonlinearinstanes, being based on kernel approximations.In this paper, in view of the results obtained in [9, 25, 10℄, in the frameworkof nonlinear operators, we suggest to approximate the ation of Kl, i.e. the fun-tion Kl[z℄, by trunated Chebyshev series, showing how to use suh ompressionto implement a fast Nystr�om-Broyden solver. Finally, by some numerial ex-periments we show how this hoie enhanes the performane of the integralsolver.We begin by realling some results on Chebyshev approximation [20, 23℄.Fixed the Chebyshev-Lobatto nodes�j = 2 os(�j=m)� a� bb� a ; j = 0; : : : ;mand the weightsŵ0 = ŵm = �=2m; ŵj = �=m; j = 1; :::;m� 1;set �k = k�1 mXj=0 ŵj Kl[z℄(�j) os(k�j=m); k = 0; :::;m (7)where 0 = �, k = �=2 for k = 1; : : : ;m, and Tk are the usual �rst-kindChebyshev polynomials. The funtionSm;nl [z℄(x) = mXk=0�kTk(x); x 2 [a; b℄ (8)is the m-degree trunated Chebyshev series expansion of Kl[z℄ in [a; b℄. Sinethe evaluation of Sm;nl [z℄ in p points fxigi=1;::;p osts O(m (nl + p)) ops, inomparison with the O(nlp) neessary for evaluating Kl[z℄, suh approximationis useful when Sm;nl [z℄ � Kl[z℄ withm� nl p=(nl+p). In pratie, in view of thesmoothing e�et usually provided by integration, when p = nl and the numberof nodes nl is large (as it happens in the �ner levels of Nystr�om method) suhrequirement is usually satis�ed by a \low" degree trunated Chebyshev series,i.e. m � nl=2 (observe that this situation often ours at the �ner levels ofNystr�om method).But how to obtain at a low ost during the iterations of the nonlinear solver,a onvenient �m suh that S �m;nl [z(k)l ℄ � Kl[z(k)l ℄? Furthermore, what does itmean in this ase \�"? To understand these points we reall what has been3



observed when for a �xed nl the degreem is inreased. In [9℄ and [25℄ it has beenshown by various numerial examples that, when the kernel K(x; t; y) is smoothin x 2 [a; b℄ for �xed t 2 [a; b℄ and y 2 D � R then, for any v 2 Dnl , Kl[v℄ is alsosmooth and Sm;n[v℄ ! Kl[v℄ (as m ! 1), while when K(x; t; y) is nonsmoothin x (as in the ase of weakly singular or Green linear kernels), kSm;n[v℄�Kl[v℄kexhibits a stalling phenomenon for inreasing m, orresponding to the size ofthe disretization error.2 Convergene of the Chebyshev-Nystr�om-BroydenmethodTo show the onvergene of the ompressed method in the linear ase, we modifya famous theorem, due to Anselone (f. [2℄, [3℄, [14℄).Theorem 2.1 Let X a Banah spae and suppose that(A1) K, Kn : X ! X are linear operators, with I �K a 1� 1 map;(A2) Knv ! Kv for all v 2 X ;(A3) the set fKn j n � 1g is olletively ompat;(A4) for every �xed n, kSm;n �Knk ! 0, as m!1.Then,(T1) K is ompat;(T2) fKn j n � 1g is uniformly bounded;(T3) for any ompat operator M : X ! Xk(K �Kn)Mk! 0; as n!1; (9)(T4) k(K �Kn)Knk ! 0; as n!1.(T5) for n suÆiently large, (I � Kn)�1 exists as a bounded operator on X toX and k(I �Kn)�1k � 1 + k(I �K)�1kkKnk1� k(I �K)�1kk(K �Kn)Knk (10)If (I �K)u = g and (I �Kn)un = g thenku� unk � k(I �Kn)�1kk(K�Kn)uk (11)Moreover there exists a sequene fm(n)g suh that(T6) fSm(n);n j n � 1g is uniformly bounded;4



(T7) for any ompat operator M : X ! Xk(K � Sm(n);n)Mk! 0; as n!1;(T8) k(K � Sm(n);n)Sm(n);nk ! 0; as n!1;(T9) for n suÆiently large, (I �Sm(n);n)�1 exists as a bounded operator on Xto X andk(I � Sm(n);n)�1k � 1 + k(I �K)�1kkSm(n);nk1� k(I �K)�1kk(K� Sm(n);n)Sm(n);nkIf (I �K)u = g and (I � Sm(n);n)~un = g thenku� ~unk � k(I � Sm(n);n)�1kk(K� Sm(n);n)ukProof: Points (T1), (T2), (T3), (T4), (T5) were proved by Anselone (f. [2℄,[3℄,[14℄). By (A4) and (11), there exists a sequene fm(n)gn suh thatkSm(n);n �Knk � ku� unk:(T6) From (T2), (T5) and kSm(n);nk � kSm(n);n � Knk + kKnk, the uniformboundness of fSm(n);ng is easily obtained.(T7) It is a onsequene of (A4), (T3) andk(K� Sm(n);n)Mk � k(K�Km(n);n)Mk+ k(Kn � Sm(n);n)Mk� k(K �Km(n);n)Mk+ kKn � Sm(n);nkkMk:(T8) First, notie thatk(K� Sm(n);n)Sm(n);nk � k(K �Kn)(Kn � Sm(n);n)k+k(K�Kn)Knk+ k(Kn � Sm(n);n)Sm(n);nk:Sine the sequenes of operators fK�Kng, fSm(n);ng are uniformly bounded,and (A4), (T4) hold, then k(K�Sm(n);n)Sm(n);nk onverges to 0 as n!1.(T9) It is a diret appliation of a lassial result on bounded operators, basedon Neumann's Theorem (see [3℄, Thm. 4.1.1.), via (T8).Observe that if X = fC([a; b℄); k � k1g (with [a; b℄ bounded interval), (A2) issatis�ed when a onvergent quadrature rule is used to de�ne the basi Nystr�ommethod (see [14℄).Moreover, setting K(x; t; u(t)) = L(x; t)u(t), X = C([a; b℄), and denotingthe osillation with os , assumption (A4) holds whenlog(h�1) os(Knu; [a; b℄;h)! 0; for h! 0;5



for any u 2 C([a; b℄) suh that kuk � 1 (f. [23℄).If we assume the quadrature rule to be onvergent, by Polya-Steklov theoremthere exists a onstant Cn suh thatos(Knu) = os( nXj=1wj;nL(x; tj)u(tj))� nXj=1 jwj;nu(tj)jos(L(x; tj)) � nXj=1Cn ju(tj)jos(L; [a; b℄2;h);hene (A4) holds whenlog(h�1) os(L; [a; b℄2;h)! 0; for h! 0;as in the ase of any kernel L(x; t) H�older ontinuous on the square [a; b℄2.3 Implementation detailsWe desribe here our implementation of a Nystr�om-Broyden method whih usesChebyshev-like ompression to evaluate the disrete Urysohn integral operators.At eah level a nonlinear system is solved, of the form(zl)i = nlXj=1wj;nlK(xi;nl ; xj;nl ; (zl)j) + gi; i = 1; : : : ; nl (12)where fxi;nlgi=1;:::;nl and fwi;nlgi=1;:::;nl are respetively the nodes and theweights of a onvergent quadrature rule, gi = g(xi;nl) and (zl)i approximatesu(xi;nl). We start introduing and realling some notations that will be usefulin this setion:� u : [a; b℄! R is the solution of integral equation (1);� ul : [a; b℄! R is the solution of the semi-disrete integral equation (2);� if f : [a; b℄ ! R and fxi;nlgi=1;:::;nl is a disretization of the (bounded)interval [a; b℄ (at level l), then set f jl = ff(xi;nl)gi=1;:::;nl ; for example ujlis the vetor obtained evaluating the solution u of the integral equation,at the points of the level l grid;� z(k)l 2 Rnl is the k-th iteration of Broyden method, at level l;� ~zl 2 Rnl is the approximation of uljl provided by the nonlinear solver atlevel l ;� let fxi;nkgi=1;:::;nk � fxi;nlgi=1;:::;nl two nested disretizations of the in-terval [a; b℄ and z 2 Rnl a vetor satisfying zi � u(xi;nl); we denote withzjk the restrition of z to fxi;nkgi=1;:::;nk ;6



� TOL(l) and TOL are respetively the level l and the global tolerane.Observe that to avoid misunderstandings with the symbols, we denote the ve-tors with \z", while with \u" we refer to funtions. Here, as in similar generalpurpose odes, a omposite Simpson's rule is used, with nodes xi;nl = a+(i�1)h,h = (b � a)=(nl � 1) and nl+1 = 2nl � 1, n1 = 5, i.e., hanging level, the inte-gration step is halved (this hoie allows to ompute fewer kernel evalutationsduring Nystr�om interpolation).We will test our ode on several problems, but not on weakly singular equa-tions, sine their disretizations by produt integration require sharper strate-gies (the weights depend on the nodes!); a typial alternative, in the Nystr�ommethods framework, is the Kantorovih reformulation of the problem [5, 7℄ butthe pertinent disrete system is not inluded in the family of equations (12).Of ourse Simpson's rule an be applied to these instanes, but the results arenumerially unsatisfatory sine the level error is in general too large. As forreferenes on projetion methods for weakly singular linear and nonlinear equa-tions see, e.g., [4, 5, 15, 18, 19, 21, 24℄. The nonlinear system (12) is solved bythe well-known Broyden method [4, 16, 17℄. In partiular, our Matlab ode usesthe \limited memory" routine \brsol" (enlosed in [17℄, but also downloadablefrom the web) with the \step" as termination riterion, i.e. the iterative shemestops when kzl(k+1) � z(k)l k2;nl � TOL(l) (13)where kyk2;nl =sPnli=1 y2inl : (14)About the starting iteration, for l = 1 we set z(0)1 � 0, while in the suessivelevels z(0)l is obtained by Nystr�om interpolation (whih an be done heaplyusing the Chebyshev series trunations already obtained).As in [9, 25℄, we hoose m among the elements of a sequene fmkg (wheremk = 2k) of polynomials degrees; more preisely, setting � as a stalling value,e.g. � = 0:4, if for a ertain �kkSm�k+1;nl [z℄jl � Sm�k;nl [z℄jlk2;nlkSm�k;nl [z℄jlk2;nl � TOL(l) (15)or 1� � � kSm�k+1;nl [z℄jl � Sm�k;nl [z℄jlk2;nlkSm�k;nl [z℄jl � Sm�k�1;nl [z℄jlk2;nl � TOL(l) (16)then we put respetively �m = mk�1 and �m = mk�2 and we say that S �m;nl [z℄ �Kl[z℄ (observe that, di�erently from [9, 25℄, if the ratio in (16) is bigger than1, the proess is interrupted for stalling). Roughly speaking, (15) is the usualtermination sine two di�erent Chebyshev trunates are suÆiently lose, whilein (16) the algorithm reveals that, �xed nl, there is no bene�t by inreasing m.7



Notie that in this last ase, the sign \�" does not seem to be appropriate, be-ause we have not reahed the presribed tolerane TOL(l); atually, in view ofthe previous onvergene analysis, (16) says that sine kS �m;nl [z℄jl �Kl[z℄jlk2;nlis of the same size of the disretization error, it is not useful to hoose a polyno-mial degree larger than �m and in this sense S �m;nl [z℄jl � Kl[z℄jl. Applying thesearguments to solve nonlinear integral equations by Nystr�om method, some newproblems arise. At the k + 1-th iteration of Broyden method, we must evalu-ate the vetor Kl[z(k)℄jl; how an we estimate the relative Chebyshev degree�m at a low ost? At �rst we hose the following strategy. Suppose l > 1.During, the �rst iteration of the nonlinear solver, a \suitable" �m is omputedsuh that S �m;nl [z(0)l ℄jl � Kl[z(0)l ℄jl and then in the suessive Broyden itera-tions, we onsider S �m;nl [z(k)l ℄jl as approximation of Kl[z(k)l ℄jl. To this purpose,if at the previous level the hosen degree was equal to m�k, one starts omput-ing Sm�k�1;nl [z(0)l ℄jl, Sm�k;nl [z(0)l ℄jl, ::: until (15) or (16) holds. Usually just afew attempts are neessary to reah a onvenient �m. Observe that hoosingmk = 2k, �m an be eÆiently arried out sine the kernel evaluations at theChebyshev-Lobatto nodes�j = 2 os(� j=mk�1)� a� bb� a ; j = 0; :::;mk�1are used not only to ompute Smk�1;nl [z(0)l ℄ but also a part of Smk;nlz(0)l . Wereall that this performane an be enhaned by a lever implementation of theDisrete Chebyshev Transform.When stalling does not our, �m an be obtained by a heaper tehnique.In pratie, under these assumptions, if z(0)l is the starting point at level l and~z1 the approximation of the solution u provided at the �rst level,kS �mk+1;nl [z(0)l ℄jl �S �mk;nl [z(0)l ℄jlk2;nl � kS �mk+1;n1 [~z1℄j1 �S �mk;n1 [~z1℄j1k2;n1 (17)i.e. the behaviour of Chebyshev trunates is almost invariant throughout thelevels. As onsequene, at the end of the �rst level, we build a table ontainingkS �mk+1;n1 [~z1℄jl � S �mk;n1 [~z1℄jlk2;nl until one of these quantities is inferior to theglobal tolerane TOL; then, at the beginning of level l, we hoose as Chebyshevdegree the �rst �m suh thatkS �m;n1 [~z1℄j1 � S �m+1;n1 [~z1℄j1k2;n1 � TOL(l): (18)Clearly the latter approah results muh inexpensive, sine all the omputationsare done on the initial mesh.About the lever error estimates, our investigation starts from the reliableAtkinson's analysis [4℄, appliable under some regularity assumptions of thekernel and of the solution u. In these ases, there exists an asymptoti ostant\" (equal to 1=15 for the Simpson's rule) satisfyingkujl+1 � zl+1k2;nl+1 �  kujl � zlk2;nl : (19)8



To implement a general purpose solver, we modi�ed this strategy: by somenumerial tests on (linear) Green kernels or on smooth integral equations witha non regular known-term g, we have seen that \" still seems to exist, but itmay strongly depend on the integral equation. Sine � l = kujl � ~zlk2;nlkujl�1 � ~zl�1k2;nl�1 � ~l = k~zl+1jl � ~zlk2;nlk~zl+1jl�1 � ~zl�1k2;nl�1 ; l = 2; 3; : : : :(20)we onsider, as soon as ~zl+1 is omputed, ~l as an approximation of . Numerialexperiments show that, for l suÆiently large, ~l � ~l�1, hene an approximationof the disretization error, at the urrent or at the �ner levels, an be workedout by an Atkinson's type strategy sine fromkujl+k � ~zl+kk2;nl+k = l+k � : : : � l � kujl�1 � ~zl�1k2;nl�1and kujl�1 � ~zl�1k2;nl�1 � k~zljl�1 � ~zl�1k2;nl�1we get by the \almost invariane" of ~lkujl+k � ~zl+kk2;nl+k � ~k+1l�1 k~zljl�1 � ~zl�1k2;nl�1 (21)where k = 0; 1; : : :. When the approximation of the level solution ~zl is omputed,we �x TOL(l+ 1) as the error sheduled at level l + 1.Our ode implements also a mesh independene analysis. In a large variety ofases, when nl is suÆiently large, a onstant number of iterations �k is neededto ompute the approximation of the level solution under a presribed toleraneTOL(l). By hane, it may happen that Broyden method does not stop sinekzl(�k) � zl(�k�1)k2;nl > TOL(l) even if kujl � zl(�k)jlk2;nl < TOL(l). To avoidthis problem, we alulate (a posteriori!) what is, at level l, the �rst iterationzl(k̂) satisfying the inequalityk~zl+1jl � zl(k̂)k2;nl � TOL(l): (22)If k~zl+1jl � zl(k̂)k2;nl=k~zl+1jl � zl(k̂�1)k2;nl � 1we set �k = k̂ � 1, otherwise �k = k̂. When for 3 onseutive levels �k is onstant,we stop Broyden method either by the usual step riterion or just beause �kiterations have been omputed.4 Numerial examplesIn this setion we disuss the results obtained by applying Chebyshev-like om-pression to Nystr�om-Broyden method, to solve numerially linear and nonlinearintegral equations. Suh ability of solving both linear and nonlinear integralequations is not ommon for a wide lass of fast methods based on suitable9



expansions of the orresponding kernel, sine they are typially tailored to thelinear ase without being easily adaptable to more general Urysohn integralequations. We observe that these kernel-based tehniques an be adapted toHammerstein instanes, by Kumar-Sloan approah [4, 18, 19℄.In the next tables we use the following settings:� nl is the number of nodes of Simpson's rule;� �m is the order of Chebyshev trunates, hosen by our algorithm;� CEl and DEl are the disretization errors kuljl�~zlk2;nl respetively of thebasi Nystr�om-Broyden and of the Chebyshev-Nystr�om-Broyden method;ECEl and EDEl are the estimates provided by our algorithm;� itC and it is respetively the number of iterations of the Nystr�om-Broydenand of the Chebyshev-Nystr�om-Broyden method;� ~l is the level ratio de�ned in (20);� FlopsC and Flops are the overall number of thousand ops (arried outuntil the last iteration of Broyden method at the urrent level) respetivelyof the ompressed and of the basi Nystr�om-Broyden method.Example 1. Consider the Green integral equation,u(x) = �24 Z 10 H(x; t)u(t)dt+ x2 ; x 2 [0; 1℄ (23)where H(x; t) = � x (2� t)=2 if 0 � x � tt (2� x)=2 otherwisewhose solution is u(x) = sin(�x=2).Table IChebyshev and basi Nystr�om method applied to equation (23).nl 33 65 129 257 513 1025�m 4 8 8 8 8 16ECEl 1:4 10�4 3:1 10�5 2:1 10�5 3:1 10�6 9:4 10�7 1:6 10�7CEl 7:5 10�4 4:3 10�5 5:3 10�6 2:1 10�6 1:3 10�6 3:3 10�7itC 3 4 4 3 3 2~l 0:09 0:21 0:23 0:58 0:53 0:28FlopsC 85 189 383 719 1496 2763EDEl 5:9 10�4 1:5 10�4 3:7 10�5 9:4 10�6 2:3 10�6 6:6 10�7DEl 4:4 10�4 1:1 10�4 2:7 10�5 6:9 10�6 1:7 10�6 4:8 10�7it 4 4 3 3 3 3~l 0:28 0:28 0:28 0:28 0:28 0:28Flops 87 245 720 2587 9990 3213810



In a previous paper [25℄, it has been shown that stalling usually appears whenChebyshev-like ompression is applied to evaluate linear integral operators withGreen kernels. This behaviour is on�rmed at eah level, and we an see fromTable I that the numerial estimates of ~l are almost onstant in the ase ofNystr�om method while they are less uniform for the ompressed version sine itmay happen that some iterates z(k)l are loser to ujl than to the level solutionul. The bene�t of using low order Chebyshev series trunations is evident byomparing the number of ops: the global speed-up in this ase is 11:6.Example 2. Consider the Hammerstein integral equationu(x) = Z 10 ext 11 + u(t)dt+ g(x); x 2 [0; 1℄ (24)where g(x) = � ex � 1� (ex�1 � 1)=(x� 1) if x 6= 1e� 2 if x = 1whose exat solution is u(x) = ex�1. We expet that u an be easily approxi-mated, sine the kernel and the solution are smooth. In order to illustrate ourmethod, we have �xed as global tolerane TOL = 10�14 so that �ne grids areonsidered. As expeted by the onvergene results on Chebyshev-ompression,no stalling appears at any level. Table IIChebyshev and basi Nystr�om method applied to equation (24).nl 33 65 129 257 513 1025�m 8 8 16 16 16 16ECEl 9:2 10�10 5:7 10�11 3:6 10�12 2:6 10�13 1:3 10�14 8:8 10�16CEl 1:0 10�9 6:3 10�11 4:2 10�12 2:4 10�13 1:5 10�14 1:5 10�15itC 3 4 4 4 3 3~l 0:05 0:06 0:06 0:06 0:05 0:06FlopsC 46 87 166 430 853 1692EDEl 9:9 10�10 6:1 10�11 3:9 10�12 2:4 10�13 1:5 10�14 8:8 10�14DEl 1:0 10�9 6:3 10�11 3:9 10�12 2:4 10�13 1:5 10�14 1:5 10�15it 4 4 3 3 3 3~l 0:06 0:06 0:06 0:06 0:06 0:06Flops 57 178 537 1942 7506 29532With respet to the �rst example, we notie that CEl is nearly equal to DEl ,and Atkinson's estimates of the disretization error are in this ase very strit.Moreover the asymptoti onstant ~l is almost the theoretial one (we reallthat for the Simpson's rule  = 1=15 � 0:06). Even in this ase, at the �nermeshes, the improvement obtained by Chebyshev ompression is evident, sinea low �m is suÆient to approximate the ation of the integral operator, allowinga global speed-up of 17:4, while looking at the last level, we get 26:3.11



Example 3. In [4℄, the Urysohn equationu(x) = Z 10 1x+ t+ 0:3u(t)dt+ g(x); x 2 [0; 1℄ (25)where, for r(x) = (25x2 � 50x� 5)�1=2,g(x) = 11 + x � 0:5[log (20x+ 23)� log (10x+ 3)℄��5 (x� 1)r(x) [atanh(5 (x+ 3)r(x) )� atanh5 (x+ 1)r(x) ℄has been studied to disuss an automati program. The solution of (25) isu(x) = 1=(1 + x). Table IIIChebyshev and basi Nystr�om method applied to equation (25).nl 33 65 129 257 513 1025�m 16 16 32 32 32 32ECEl 1:2 10�7 6:7 10�9 4:9 10�10 2:3 10�11 1:6 10�12 9:7 10�14CEl 1:4 10�7 8:4 10�9 4:5 10�10 2:6 10�11 1:7 10�12 1:1 10�13itC 3 3 3 3 3 3~l 0:05 0:05 0:06 0:05 0:06 0:06FlopsC 199 357 911 2022 4203 8522EDEl 1:3 10�7 7:8 10�9 4:5 10�10 2:6 10�11 1:7 10�12 1:0 10�13DEl 1:4 10�7 7:1 10�9 4:3 10�10 2:7 10�11 1:7 10�12 1:1 10�13it 4 4 3 3 3 3~l 0:05 0:05 0:06 0:06 0:06 0:06Flops 229 689 2063 7450 28773 112999By the x-smoothness of the kernel in a neighboorhood of the exat solution, nostalling appears and it is evident from Table III that the behaviour of the twomethods is almost the same, in terms of both errors, and iterations. The integraloperator has been properly approximated by rather low degree trunates, thusit is obtained w.r.t. the basi Nystr�om method a speed-up of 13:2. Observe thatthe improvement is even larger in the last levels; hanging grid, the number ofops of the ompressed version doubles, while it quadrupliates in the basiase, allowing an higher speed-up in the last level (namely 19:5). Atkinson'sestimates are still very preise in both ases, in agreement with the numerialexperiments in [4℄ (even if di�erent norms are used).Example 4. Similarly to [22℄, we onsider the linear equationu(x) = Z 1�1 exp(xt2)u(t)dt+ g(x); x 2 [�1; 1℄ (26)12



where the known-term g(x) =pjxj � 4 +1Xn=0 xnn!(4n+ 3)has a disontinuous �rst derivative (observe that the power series on the r.h.s.is regular by uniform onvergene in [�1; 1℄). The solution of the problem isu(x) =pjxj. Table IVChebyshev and basi Nystr�om method applied to equation (26).nl 33 65 129 257 513 1025�m 4 4 8 8 8 8ECEl 1:6 10�3 5:9 10�4 2:6 10�4 2:0 10�4 7:4 10�5 1:2 10�5CEl 2:6 10�3 9:1 10�4 2:5 10�4 1:4 10�4 5:1 10�5 1:8 10�5itC 3 3 2 2 2 2~l 0:26 0:26 0:28 0:15 0:45 0:27FlopsC 49 71 118 213 404 782EDEl 2:5 10�3 9:1 10�4 3:2 10�4 1:2 10�4 4:0 10�5 1:4 10�5DEl 2:6 10�3 9:2 10�4 3:3 10�4 1:1 10�4 4:0 10�5 1:4 10�5it 3 3 2 2 2 2~l 0:34 0:35 0:35 0:36 0:35 0:35Flops 56 152 413 1426 5418 21150By the x-smoothness of the kernel, no stalling appears and it is evident thatthe behaviour of the two methods is almost the same, in terms of both errorsand iterations. As in the ase of the linear Green kernel, the behaviour ofthe ompressed version presents some anomalies on ~l due to the fat thatChebyshev method may ompute iterates z(k)l that are loser to ujl than to thelevel solution ul. We observe that the presene of a non regular known term ghas an e�et on the quality of the quadrature, but not on the performane ofChebyshev ompression (only the integral operator is approximated). In thisase, the global speed-up is 27:0, while relatively to the last level it reahes 41:6.Aknowledgements. The author thanks Professor Maro Vianello and Dr.Stefano De Marhi for their interest on the paper and some useful disussions.He also wish to thank the referees, whose observations led to a substantialimprovement of the paper.Referenes[1℄ B. Alpert, G. Beylkin, R. Coifman and V. Rokhlin, Wavelet-like bases forthe fast solution of seond-kind integral equations, SIAM J. Si. Comput.14 (1993), 159-184. 13
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